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Brad Glosserman

De-Risking Is Not Enough:
Tech Denial Toward China
Is Needed

For an issue that dominates national security policy discussions in most

developed nations, it is remarkable how poorly understood “economic security”

is. President Trump declared in 2017 that “economic security is national secur-

ity,” a sweeping formulation that produced policy initiatives ranging from pro-

tecting jobs and intellectual property to limiting the spread of technology with

military applications, all of which included potential adversaries and longtime

allies within their scope.1 While the Biden administration has repudiated

many of its predecessor’s other ideas, it has largely continued the general thrust

of its policies in this arena. It has continued the aggressive use of economic sanc-

tions against China and expanded their imposition. Weeks into its tenure, the

BidenWhite House announced a 100-day review to identify supply chain vulner-

abilities in key sectors of the economy. It has encouraged leading industries to

return production to the United States and sought to stimulate and better

protect innovation in emerging and critical technologies as well as competitive-

ness in general.

These policies have triggered fierce debates in Washington and allied capitals

about the appropriate level of economic engagement with China, with the con-

sensus being that there should be less of it. Calls for a complete decoupling of the

two economies have been widely dismissed and seeming agreement has emerged

around focusing on decoupling in high-tech industries, especially those with
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potential military applications. Yet even that limited application has triggered

nervousness and a vogue for wider “de-risking,” or reducing or eliminating poten-

tial vulnerabilities to national economies caused by trade or investments in or

from China.2

Whatever the policy is called, the Biden administration insists that it is not

pursuing a technology blockade or using trade controls to gain a competitive

advantage over China.3 That reticence is consistent with foreign and inter-

national economic policy orthodoxy. It’s also a mistake. If new and emerging

technologies are key to global power, status and leadership in the 21st century,

then the US, with its allies and partners, should be doing everything possible

to prevail and to ensure that its innovations and resulting products gain the

widest possible international use, even if it

means reversing decades of policy toward

China and economic engagement more gener-

ally. Denying China access to the most

advanced technologies is a heresy in policy

circles, but it is required if the stakes in the

competition are what they seem.

This article makes that case, arguing first

that the stakes in the competition to develop

new and emerging technologies are far

greater and more consequential than is com-

monly understood, and that US adversaries

understand this and are acting accordingly. It

then traces the evolution of the technology policy of the US and its partners,

assesses the potential downsides of this approach, and concludes that the

dangers are worth courting—if the policy is done properly.

The Stakes are Bigger Than You Think

Strategy documents invariably recognize the importance of science and technol-

ogy to the US way of life, prosperity and security. Those pronouncements tend to

be generic, however—when they get specific, advanced technology policies

emphasize the role that science and technology play in honing military capabili-

ties, and the accompanying need to develop and maintain a National Security

Innovation Base.

That significantly understates the importance of these technologies. Technol-

ogy has not only been an agent of change within countries, but it has also redis-

tributed power among nations and transformed international relations

themselves. It is one of the main factors shaping relations among states, and in
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many ways science and technology have created the modern international

system. Technological capacity—the ability to innovate and then to apply

those innovations—is a determinant of global power. The wealth it creates

yields status and influence, accelerating the race between countries to be first

movers and early adapters. According to the OECD, “technology leadership

has long underpinned the economic prosperity and security” of member

countries.4 If those innovations alone prove insufficient to advance the interests

of technologically advanced nations, then those countries will rely on the econ-

omic and military power which technology gives them. Plainly, technological

superiority equates with geopolitical pre-eminence.

The world is on the brink of yet another industrial revolution, one that will be

shaped by new and emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, biotech-

nology, quantum computing, and other technologies which, analysts from the

McKinsey Global Institute summarize, will “affect billions of consumers,

hundreds of millions of workers, and trillions of dollars of economic activity

across industries.”5 That transition—a revolution in many ways—will be the

fulcrum upon which global power and the world order will balance. As the

National Intelligence Council summarized in its last Global Trends Report,

“some technological areas appear to offer the potential for transformative

change . . . advances in these areas will combine with other technologies, such

as energy storage, to shape societies, economies and perhaps even the nature of

power.”6

Most simply, there are economic advantages that flow from leading the way.

Leadership in those new and emerging technology sectors will yield revenues

which facilitate a virtuous cycle of investment, research and development, secur-

ing dominance in this and future generations of technology. Leading promotes

the creation of international standards which lock in that principal position;

patent holders can generate substantial revenues from licensing—Qualcomm

generated about €5.2 billion from licensing in 2017, more than 20 percent of

its profit—and those royalty payments constitute a de facto tax on second-

place competitors, providing an immediate advantage in subsequent research

into next-generation technology. Standards also create dependencies, as they

encourage the use of related technology throughout a network even as new gen-

erations of equipment develop. An integral part of China’s Belt and Road Initiat-

ive (BRI) is the proliferation of and reliance upon Chinese standards to

encourage integration with and dependence on Chinese tech providers such as

Huawei, the telecommunications giant. Tech supremacy confers legitimacy on

that country’s innovation model, reinforcing its soft power.

The green technology industry provides insight into how this future could

look. There is consensus that China is already pacing development of these

vital technologies, holding “a commanding lead” in manufacturing most low-
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carbon technologies. China is responsible for the production of about 90 percent

of the world’s rare earth elements critical to this transition. It is also responsible

for at least 80 percent of all stages in making solar panels, and 60 percent of pro-

duction of wind turbines and electric-vehicle (EV) batteries—and increasing

capacity in both areas. In some niche components, its share is even higher. Econ-

omists applaud China’s efforts to lower costs and speed the green transition, but

the massive subsidies afforded China’s solar panel producers have led European

competitors to warn that they are being pushed to the brink of bankruptcy by

these unfair practices.7

This “cornering of the clean tech supply chain” has been compared to Saudi

Arabia’s power over the oil market and the geopolitical influence it created in

the 20th century.8 If China’s dominance continues and even extends into

other new technologies, Beijing would accelerate its own growth and position

in the global economy today, while also taking the lion’s share of revenues gen-

erated in multi-trillion-dollar industries and laying the foundations for future

generations of China-created green tech. This would then endow China with

enormous soft power as the leader of the energy transition critical to the

planet’s survival.

What makes some new and emerging technologies different is that they not

only generate wealth and prosperity, thereby validating the companies, countries

and social systems that create them. That

would be powerful enough. But some, such as

AI and quantum computing, also provide

insight into and potential control over the

processes by which future decisions—no

matter how distant—are made. Their effect is

not just temporal, but enduring potentially

for generations. Because they are capable of

tipping the balance of power in a variety of

ways, pre-eminence in these new technologies

will determine who makes the rules and how the world works. Failure by the

United States and its allies to lead in this competition will undercut their

ability to construct or maintain a global order that favors their values and inter-

ests. That is what makes these technologies different.

Russian President Vladimir Putin gets it. As early as 2017, he argued that

“Artificial intelligence is the future, not only for Russia, but for all humankind.

…Whoever becomes the leader in this sphere will become the ruler of the

world.”9

China’s supreme leader Xi Jinping gets it. Xi has said that new technologies—

artificial intelligence, big data, quantum information and biotechnology—will

trigger “earth-shaking changes” that will give China an “important opportunity
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to promote leapfrog development,” and overtake competitors.10 According to

China technology scholar Tai Ming Cheung, Xi’s mindset is “a Hobbesian back-

drop of a life or death struggle for the economic and strategic renaissance of

China… an intensive zero-sum technological revolution… to effectively

compete for the global commanding heights.”11

China scholar Rush Doshi, now serving as deputy senior director for China

and Taiwan at the National Security Council, has warned that “Beijing believes

that the competition over technology is about more than whose companies will

dominate particular markets. It is also about which country will be best positioned

to lead the world.” While party officials are reticent to speak bluntly, Doshi

pointed to “commentaries and think tank pieces [that] seem to suggest that sur-

passing the United States in high technology would end its era of global leader-

ship, and presumably, usher in one of Chinese leadership.”12

Consider one sobering scenario for 2033: a world in which China has surpassed

the United States as the leading tech power and is typically first to announce

breakthrough scientific discoveries and turn them into technologies.13 Shenzhen

has eclipsed Silicon Valley as the world’s leading source of innovation. China has

closed the defense gap and can field weaponry as good as—if not better than—

that of the US. Its technology is preferred across much of the developing world

and has been eagerly adopted by autocrats and authoritarians who use it to

impose China’s politicalmodel. The spread of “smart cities” that rely on its

data, algorithms and technology provide Beijing with the ability to manipulate

even mundane decisions on the platforms China provides. Imagine the mischief

that can be done with—or the intelligence that could be gleaned from—control

over computer systems that process visas, for example.

Moreover, the insights afforded by access to all those systems accelerates the

development of artificial intelligence in China and extends its reach even

further. Domination of China’s home market, combined with unfair trading prac-

tices abroad, ensures that Chinese companies maintain a competitive advantage

over other businesses. This lead facilitates the spread of Chinese-supported inter-

national standards across multiple types of technology, favoring the power of the

state over individual freedom globally and providing a technological underpin-

ning to an increasingly illiberal international order.

A False Start Toward a Strategy for Success

The Biden administration initially seemed to understand this nightmare. It main-

tained its predecessor’s dark view of China (albeit with a different approach and

means of implementation). At the launch of the US-EU Trade and Technology

Council (TTC) in 2021—set up to coordinate trans-Atlantic tech policy—US
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Secretary of Commerce Gina Raimondo framed the TTC as a way to “slow down

China’s rate of innovation.” More bluntly, she went on, “we have to work with

our European allies to deny China the most advanced technology so that they

can’t catch up in critical areas like semiconductors.”14

A Step Forward…
Last year, National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan embraced that logic,

arguing that it was time to revisit guiding principles of trade controls. The tra-

ditional focus on maintaining “relative” advantages over competitors in certain

key technologies no longer fit for purpose. As he explained, “we previously

maintained a ‘sliding scale approach’ that said we need to stay only a

couple of generations ahead. That is not the strategic environment we are

in today.” Rather, “given the foundational nature of certain technologies,

such as advanced logic and memory chips, we must maintain as large of a

lead as possible.”15

That thinking was made policy in October 2022 regulations that cut

China’s access to advanced semiconductor chips, production equipment, and

related knowhow.16 Semiconductors are the defining component of the

digital world, the silicon-based enabler of critical technologies like AI and

quantum computing; limiting or denying access to that equipment slows, if

not prevents, other countries from developing their own capabilities. That

executive order, said Gregory Allen, former director of strategy and policy at

the Department of Defense Joint Artificial Intelligence Center now at CSIS,

demonstrated “an unprecedented degree of government intervention,” prevent-

ing not just US companies from selling their products to China, but also

foreign companies that license US technology, and denying China access to

US knowhow through after-sales servicing and consulting. It aimed not only

to eliminate access to high-end AI semiconductors, but to keep China from

designing those chips domestically by cutting access to US-made chip design

software, to prevent China from manufacturing those chips by blocking

access to US-built integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing equipment and

related expertise, and to keep China from producing that equipment by

cutting access to US-built components.17

CSIS researchers deemed these “sweeping revisions” a “fundamental shift” in

theWest’s export control strategy and “an unprecedented departure from the pre-

cepts of the integrated global economy.”18 Allen was blunt in his assessment of

the new policy: “The U.S. is actively strangling large segments of the Chinese

technology industry – strangling with an intent to kill.” At the end of 2022,

experts and officials anticipated more such regulations on other new and emer-

ging technologies were on the way.
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… Two Steps Back
This year, however, policy seems to be in retreat. Strategic trade controls reverted

to their Cold War focus: military applications. In March 2023, Raimondo

explained that the Biden administration was “very

focused on being targeted, precise, narrow, and just

looking at sophisticated technology China doesn’t

have, where we’re ahead, but they want for their mili-

tary capacity.”19 Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen

went further in April, insisting that use of strategic

trade controls is “not designed for us to gain a com-

petitive economic advantage, or stifle China’s econ-

omic and technological modernization.”20

In remarks a week later, Sullivan used the “small

yard, high fence” metaphor, calling technology con-

trols “tailored measures” and denying that the US was promoting a “technology

blockade.”He echoed European Union President Ursula von der Leyen, using her

language of de-risking rather than decoupling, which he explained, means having

resilient, effective supply chains and ensuring that the US cannot be subject to

coercion by another country.21

In August, the Biden administration issued a long-anticipated Executive Order

outlining targets on outward-bound foreign investment in “countries of

concern”—China, among others—but its ultimate scope and requirements

remain unclear.22 While the restrictions would be unprecedented, the delay in

issuing the final order reflects concerted pushback from stakeholders—especially

the business sector, which fears loss of access to a huge market—and the ultimate

language is expected to be much narrower in scope than originally discussed. Sul-

livan further confirmed that the US was taking a more moderate approach by

commenting on the eve of Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo’s August trip

to China that she “will carry with her the message that the United States is

not seeking to decouple from China, but rather to de-risk.”23

No Time to Waste
US or Western leadership in new and emerging technologies is not assured. In its

survey of critical technologies, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI)

found that China is positioning itself “as the world’s leading science and technol-

ogy superpower, by establishing a sometimes stunning lead in high-impact

research across the majority of critical and emerging technology domains.” It

put China ahead in 37 of 44 technologies that ASPI tracks, covering crucial tech-

nologies in fields that include artificial intelligence, advanced materials, biotech-

nology, quantum computing, and robotics.24

This year, strategic
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The Special Competitive Studies Project, a US think tank, was equally

alarmed in its interim report released last year, which put the US ahead in five

key categories (internet platforms, synthetic biology, biopharmaceuticals,

fusion energy, and quantum computing), lagging China in three others

(advanced batteries, 5G, and commercial drones), and neck-and-neck over the

remaining four (AI, next generation networks, semiconductors, and advanced

manufacturing).25

The Way Ahead
As good as the administration’s initial steps in 2021-22 were, technology controls

are not enough. Measures must also be put in place to promote innovation and

adaptation. Industrial policy is required. This is not, contrary to popular

opinion, an alien approach for US policymakers. The US has long embraced

industrial policy, even though it has preferred

to believe that its leadership in technology

has been the product of unfettered entrepre-

neurism. The West’s victory in the race for

technological leadership, the foundation of

its eventual triumph in the larger Cold War

competition, was very much the result of gov-

ernment intervention. Eric Schmidt, former

chairman of Google, noted that “many of

Silicon Valley’s leaders got their start with

grants from the federal government” and

included himself on that list, crediting the

National Science Foundation and the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency for their support.26

Significantly, effective regulation demands greater coordination and com-

munication between governments and communities developing leading-edge

technology. This requires a shared understanding of both the state of the art

and the threat environment. Too often, the business and security worlds talk

past each other on both sets of issues. Government will have to become more

attuned to developments in the tech world. This will weigh most heavily on

the departments entrusted with fleshing out and enforcing policy, which have

not historically attracted top talent.

This conversation between the public and private sectors will be most criti-

cal in identifying the technologies that will be subject to this new policy: what

deserves support and what demands restriction? Seeing the future is difficult—

which in part is what makes conversations about new and emerging technol-

ogies at times so vague. Breakthroughs and disappointments are inevitable.

Policy must be fluid and flexible. Somewhat paradoxically for a strategy
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focused on tech denial, members of this coalition of like-minded nations must

also promote proliferation of their technologies to create momentum so that

they can serve as the basis for international standards. This requires a focus

on international organizations that set those standards as well as providing

the means for other countries to adopt those technologies: development aid

and assistance.

That is only part of the reason why the approach today must be multilateral. It

cannot succeed if the US and its partners do not work together. The AI-chip

regulations imposed in October 2022, for example, would have failed if Japan

and the Netherlands hadn’t joined with the US to curtail access to semiconduc-

tor equipment. To its credit, in October 2023 the US tightened its regulations to

align them better with ones imposed by those two countries rather than exploit-

ing gaps in scope to win unilateral competitive advantage.27 Coordination will

occur only if US allies and partners in Europe and Asia are confident that they

will be part of research efforts to develop new technologies and have access to

them when they emerge. Friend-shoring is a must. There also needs to be

genuine partnership in the process of creating new trade and investment restric-

tions. Cooperative efforts ensure international credibility and viability. New

venues will be needed to host these conversations. No current political or geo-

graphic grouping fits this need.

Is This Really Necessary?

While these measures are necessary to facilitate Western leadership in the race

for global leadership, a policy of technology denial will encounter ferocious resist-

ance. The diluted version that currently exists already has. First, critics charge

that it runs counter to a half century of international economic policy and under-

mines a global economic order that the United States has been instrumental in

both creating and supporting. The accusation is correct. But policy must adapt to

changing circumstances.

The US and its allies have never before encountered an economic competitor

like China, one that has both the capability and the determination to exploit that

open trading system to rewrite international rules to its advantage and the detri-

ment of the West. As Tai Ming Cheung warns, China pursues international

science and technology cooperation “selectively and on its terms… ensuring

that China has a prominent say in the making of the global innovation order is

a top priority.”28 The Commerce Department’s Thea Rozman elaborated,

arguing that China’s “recent actions follow a history of state-directed intellectual

property theft, forced technology transfers, massive state support of industry, and

prejudicial regulation – all designed to enable the PRC to not only undercut global
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competitors but drive them out of the marketplace.We have seen the PRC do this

in a wide range of industries, from batteries to solar to telecommunications.”29

China’s attention to renewable energy technologies is especially noteworthy.

The transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources will create new

sources of geopolitical power, and first movers will be able to exert that geopoli-

tical power as a result. The country that leads in developing green tech—which

will rely on AI and big data, as well as new materials and improved components—

will position itself as the pacesetter in the

clean energy transition and its businesses will

be ready to dominate that market. Their inno-

vative capacity, the revenues their technol-

ogies will generate, and the ability to set

standards will, as Meghan O’Sullivan, then-

director of the Geopolitics of Energy Project

at Harvard’s Kennedy School explained, be

“important determinants of geopolitical lever-

age in the net zero future.”30 China has already

cornered the clean tech supply chain, as journalist Edward White noted, and the

“rise and rise of China’s clean tech companies poses a massive competitive threat

to western manufacturing industries, including legacy carmakers and energy

giants.”31 Clearly, business as usual in the form of economic integration is no

longer good enough.

A second complaint is that this technology denial strategy would bifurcate the

global economy by creating “an economic iron curtain.” (If the first argument

focuses on the rejection of economic policy orthodoxy and the damage to an

institutional order that Washington has been instrumental in establishing and

supporting, this hones in on the practical impacts.) Tech denial, the critics

warn, undercuts US leverage, and that the West is better off keeping China

dependent on its advanced technology.32 Bifurcation is the point of the policy

—a feature not a bug—and the feared Chinese reaction is already well underway.

In other words, US leverage is shrinking, so it has much less to lose than critics

think.

Successive Chinese governments have been intent on developing the coun-

try’s indigenous technology base. Xi Jinping warned that “Our dependence on

core technology is the biggest hidden trouble for us…Heavy dependence on

imported core technology is like building our house on top of someone else’s

walls: No matter how big and how beautiful it is, it won’t remain standing

during a storm.”33 He has called on the country to “make up for our shortcom-

ings.… in sectors and segments related to national security… build a domestic

supply system that is independently controllable and secure and reliable… and

ensure that the economy operates normally in extreme situations.”34 This logic
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produced “the dual circulation” strategy that relies on China’s domestic market to

drive growth, and resulting huge investments from state-owned investment funds

for a range of technology startups to replace foreign rivals.35 Warnings that the

US will lose influence have been anticipated; ironically, Xi aims to reverse

that leverage, urging Chinese companies to increase international dependence

on them, which will help deter countries from attempting to coerce Beijing

while giving China the ability to punish those who consider challenging the

PRC.

The charge that China will decouple as a result of US policy lags reality. China

is well on its way to decoupling from the West—on its own account. Jens Eske-

lund, chair of the European Chamber of Commerce in China, cut though the

cant in recent comments: “China has been through a de-risking process for at

least the past decade, if not longer…We have seen all this talk about self-

reliance in China, whether it’s tech, agriculture, energy… finance, cyber,

digital.”36 This course is set. Attempts to moderate the Chinese reaction by,

for example, adopting a de-risking policy will have little impact. Not only is

China committed to indigenous development, but Beijing sees little difference

between de-risking and decoupling. De-risking is considered old wine in a new

bottle, “much the same as decoupling” and the two are “intrinsically linked

with the fundamental objective still being to ‘de-sinicize.’”37

There are practical objections as well. Engagement with China gives the US

insight into the state of the art of Chinese research.38 Technology denial ends

that access and could blind the US to its rival’s progress. However, this is a red

herring, since this is not a call to end all science and technology engagement,

and there are questions about the degree to which China reveals its most

cutting-edge work. There are also fears that integration of the two research

and development communities is so deep that separation into two technology

blocs would undercut US innovative capacity.39

Tech denial will undoubtedly risk retaliation—although China is already

denying foreign companies access to its domestic market—as well as the weapo-

nization of supply chains. China has shown a readiness to employ coercive

measures against countries that challenge its preferred policy outcomes, and

Beijing responded to US restrictions on high-end semiconductors with its own

export controls on materials critical to chips and other electronics.40 But just

as China has found workarounds to efforts to cut access to its products and

knowhow—evidenced by the newly released Huawei Mate 60 Pro phone—so

too will Western companies.41 That card can only be played once and then pro-

duction bottlenecks will be eliminated.

A more compelling complaint is that tech denial will increase costs by forcing

companies to reroute supply chains and end their access to the Chinese market.

The latter complaint doesn’t make sense when China is already cutting foreign
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businesses out of its domestic market. Moreover, the eye-popping numbers—hun-

dreds of billions of dollars—that supposedly quantify the cost of decoupling

include many transactions that would continue even under a policy of new

and emerging technology denial.

A policy of new and emerging tech denial will further erode Beijing’s confi-

dence in market-based economic policy. There is little evidence, however, that

China has much faith in markets anymore anyway. The hallmark of national

economic policy under Xi has been the steady creep of the state into the

private sector through industrial strategies, strengthening state-owned enter-

prises, the obligation to set up communist party cells in every company with at

least three CCP members, and the more general effort to ensure the subordina-

tion of all components of Chinese society to the party. The market is a means

and not an end for the country’s economic decision-makers. Technology denial

will reconfirm for the Chinese leadership the need to prioritize national security

concerns over economic considerations.42 The US and its partners should reach

similar conclusions.

The Poorest Will Pay the Highest Price

The most pernicious effects of this policy will be felt in third-party countries. The

creation of separate spheres for Western and Chinese technologies will likely lock

in dependencies. Since new generations of tech are built upon their predecessors,

the countries that provide those foundations will be advantaged as consumers

want to upgrade. China may not be cutting edge in many products—and that

is going to change—but many of its foreign customers don’t need the best;

they only need “good enough.” As those countries become more prosperous

and demand better quality, China will be in a position to supply it—and the pol-

itical values and systems it supports. The remedy for this problem is better mar-

keting—acknowledging that every customer doesn’t need top-line products and

then providing them. That also requires a more thoughtful and forward-leaning

trade bureaucracy within the West to help make those technologies more afford-

able to the developing world.

Similarly, the decision to qualify US backing for a free and open trade order

will hurt the world’s poorest citizens. They have benefited from decisions to

spread supply chains and the cheaper products that those networks produce.

While a denial policy should focus on the most advanced technologies, cleavers

may prove more attractive than scalpels and the bifurcation more extensive than

required. The IMF warns that a global economy divided in half would be reduced

by 1.5 percent, or more than $1.4 trillion in annual terms. In Asia—the center of

global production networks for electronics, apparel and industrial goods—losses
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in percentage terms would be twice as great.43 While those numbers are substan-

tial, the ethical dimension of this policy seems most difficult to stomach. The

poorest should not be victims of a contest for global

leadership between the West and China. The

impact on the poorest can—and should—be over-

come with reinvigorated aid programs which

address their needs. If this geopolitical rivalry has

the consequences identified here, then assistance

that helps the West prevail is a no-brainer.

From the Ground Up

The new and emerging technology race is too close and the stakes too high for

business as usual. The US and its allies and partners must embrace a more aggres-

sive and comprehensive policy of new and emerging technology denial toward

China to give themselves every advantage in this competition. As a start,

those governments have to shed their commitment to free and unfettered trade

and investment in advanced technologies. Assumptions that have guided

decision-making among policymakers and in boardrooms need to be reexamined

and updated for the first time since the end of World War II. The West now faces

a genuine economic rival that has different visions of political governance and

international order as well as the means to realize them. That rival is not only

not committed to the liberal economic order that the US and its partners have

developed, but is prepared to continue to exploit it. Beijing’s unique model of

capitalism successfully blends state and private interests, and the resulting

hybrid does not fit well within the prevailing economic paradigm. But it does

ensure China’s access to opportunities provided by that order without needing

to reciprocate.

Repudiating the economic orthodoxy and integration mindset of the last half

century will demand clear and convincing explanation. The US and its partners

must make the case for this transformation, laying out the rationale for the

change and the stakes involved. They must seize the narrative high ground,

clearly explaining the reasons for this new approach. They cannot hide behind

rhetorical games or loose language to pretend that nothing has changed, nor

should they insist that it will be cost free. There will be costs, both direct and

indirect, and pushback will be severe, especially among businesses that have

become accustomed to decision-making that privatizes profits and socializes

security.

In some ways, a policy of tech denial has actually already started. But the US

and its allies have been too tentative, too focused on kinetic technologies which
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were crucial to the Cold War—as opposed to the new and emerging energy and

decision-making technologies integral to tomorrow’s contest for global leadership

—and resolve is faltering. That is understandable, given the scale of the chal-

lenge, but it is time to refocus and stiffen spines. First, the US and its partners

must recognize the stakes in the technology

competition. This concerns far more than

tools to sharpen military capabilities. The US

and its partners must maintain leadership in

new and emerging technologies, particularly

those for energy and which facilitate

decision-making, a role that will lay the foun-

dation of the global order.

Second, we must rethink our conceptions of

international order. Divisions have become too deep and the space for agreement

and consensus is shrinking. A single global system that includes all countries is

possible with only the lightest, most superficial framework. While it is a troubling

referent, it may be time to reexamine the merits of the Cold War era, with its two

competing blocs as an operating—and somewhat effective—model of global gov-

ernance. It is suboptimal, but it did reconcile what were at their root fundamen-

tally incompatible national values and interests then; it may again be necessary

now.

Third, the US and its allies must be forthright about what they are doing and

why. This is a radical shift in policy and its advocates must identify it as such.

Only honest and open acknowledgment will allow Washington to command

the high ground and muster consensus at home and abroad, vital prerequisites

to this strategy’s success.
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